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Book Reviews 
I. RICHARDS AND H. YOUN, Theory of Distributions, a Non-technical Introdurtion, 
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1990, 147 pp. 
Seldom does one read a book as carefully crafted as this one. Kindness toward the reader, 
a rare quality among expositors, is matched with thorough motivation and candor in stating 
weak and strong points of the theory. This book will become a classic. 
Y. I. MANIN. Topics in Non-commutative Geometry, Princeton Univ. Press, 1991, 164 pp 
Supersymmetric algebraic curves, flag superspaces and Schubert supercells, quantum 
groups... all the dernier cri of contemporary super-something-or-other, presented in the latest 
fashion as only the Russians can do it nowadays. Maybe Steklov is becoming the new Bourbaki. 
M. S. WATERMAN, Mathematical Methods of DNA Sequences, 1989, 283 pp. 
The bigoted nitwits who vapidly view themselves as the “mainstream” of today’s 
mathematics will be the last to realize the revolution in mathematics that is happening under 
their very eyes, and that is the development of new combinatorial and probabilistic methods 
in response to the problems of molecular biology. Soon they will find themselves swept away 
in a tide of irrelevance, and they will be wondering what has happened to what, in their 
incorrigible d$ormarion professionnelle, they mistakenly thought to be the important problems 
of the age. It may be too much to expect them to read this marvelous account of what is 
happening in the real world, one that, were they to set eyes on it, would put them to shame. 
B. E. SAGAN, The Symmetric Group, Wadsworth, 1991. 197 pp. 
A responsible, readable, rational, reasonable, romantic, rounded, respectable, remarkable 
repertoire of results on a range that has rarely been so rightly reorganized. 
S. S. ABHYANKAR, Algebraic Geometry for Scientists and Engineers, Amer. Math. Sot., 1990, 
295 pp. 
Every field has its taboos. In algebraic geometry, the taboos are (a) giving an exposition 
that can be followed by anyone but one’s two or three closest friends, (b) claiming that a 
result has any applications whatsoever, (c) mentioning the word “combinatorial,” (d) claiming 
that any mathematics existed before Grothendieck (only some vague handwaving references 
to “the Italians” are occasionally allowed, provided they are not supported by bibliographical 
data). Abhyankar has violated all these taboos. He’d better get himself some bodyguards. 
GIAN-CARLO ROTA 
Editor 
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